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in the wake of the the diablo iii v2.0 client update, we have taken the time to completely re-build our
client. with a new client, we also took the time to update our assigned skill system. the new system
has a few key differences over the old system, the first being that it is not required to assign a skill
to a gem. the new system also has three tiers of skill assignment, allowing you to have a high level
of control over the skill you want to assign each gem. if you need to, you can even assign a skill to a

gem that has already been assigned! for a list of all the gems and their associated skills, you can
check out the gem descriptions page. please let us know if you notice any bugs or problems with the
new system! while we were updating the client, we also noticed that some of the user interface for

gem sets and gems themselves could use a little help. this included a few issues with the actual ui of
the gem set menu, as well as some issues with the gem selection dialog. we have fixed these

problems, and in the process added some handy new features to allow you to manage your gems
more easily. we hope that you enjoy these changes as you journey through hell and the mortal
realms to eternal damnation! developer christian lichtner has been hard at work to upgrade the
client to make the game run better on all of your systems. we are happy to see him make great
progress while we continue to work with the rest of the team to iron out any last issues. the new

client will be available next week and will be available for everyone to download for free.
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